
 

 

                                 MY EXPERIENCE ON RDC CAMP 2020 
 

I Cadet , Ankita Sahoo ,of Municipal College,9(0)BN Rourkela, participated in the events of RDC Camp 

2020. 

      So ,now I want to describe about my experience on RDC Camp .My first camp was held at Burla,3(0) 

CTC , Sambalpur on 16th November . This was an one day selection camp for IGC camp,  Bhubaneswar. 

After selection ,we  selected cadets went to Palashpalli , Bhubaneswar for IGC Camp on 1st December .It 

was a eight days camp . The cadets have came from three groups i.e. , Cuttack, Berhampur and 

Sambalpur  group. We had three tents for SD ,three tents for SW and one other tent for PI staff and 

other staff members. The washrooms for SD and SW were separated and clean. During this camp, we all 

cadets woke up at 4 am in the morning and then get fresh and gathering for PT class and running. After 

returning from PT class ,we were finishing our breakfast. Then at 10 am ,we were again gathering for 

drill practice and the best cadets were going for their group discussion classes. After this ,we were 

completing our lunch at 1pm. Our body body temperature would noted three times in a day. Then , after 

taking rest we were again gathering for drill practice and Guard of honour at 3:30 pm. The PI staffs were 

very sincere and dutiful. They were noticed each and every cadet .  

Then at evening 6 pm ,we were taking our milk and then went for little rest . Then at 8pm,we were 

taking our dinner and at 9pm, we were gathering for singing ‘NCC Song’ . Like this all days were 

continued. 

On 8th December 2020, the last day of the camp , the DDG Commodore  Somen  Banerjee,  came with his 

staffs and select the cadets for Pre RDC camp . Like this our IGC camp ended. 

             This camp was an unforgettable and memorable moments with my NCC friends. We all not only 

enjoyed this camp but also learnt various things, training which will be helpful for our defence carrier. 

After completing our camp , we  all friends together returned home with happiness. 

                                                                                                                                                                    Jai Hind 
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